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َصـلـَْختــْسـُم 
غِوشهىٌا ثلااجٌٍّ تمُلد ثاشُبعت َذمت تلسىٌا هزه تَشئاذٌا تمٍحٌا ٍئاىهٌ تُسُطان ساُت عَصىت ثارداعبأو 
ساُتخاَنُ  تعىضىًٍِع  حطسأ ٍضسَات  .ٍبشهىٌا ًُصىتٌاإنىىفِ ٍٍع ذّتعت ثلااجٌّا ثالامتش  ياود
شىٌا ًُسُبوتَ و سذنجٌُ دوذح ثاشُثوتللاعٌا ثار ضُحٌا ًو ٍف كُبطتٌٍ تٍبال ثاشُبعتٌا هزه .قىف  ٌىتسٌّا
لأا اذع اِ ٍضس ًٍعتمٍحٌا اهسفن. اجٌّا ثاشُبعت يضتُخت تلسىٌا هزه ٍف تِذمٌّا يإًٌ  ذُعبٌا ياجٌّا ثاشُبعت
 تَشئاذٌا تمٍحٌا ٍئاىهٌ تفوشعٌّاًٍع ىتسِي أٍضس  كُبطت ذنعتبسامِ شىٌا ًُسُب ياوذٌ ذُعبٌا ياجٌّاو .تَ
إ تفاضإتمُلذٌا ثلااجٌّا نِ تبَشمٌا ثلااجٌّا ضُح ٍف تُبَشمت غُص قامتشا ُت هٌر ٌٍ.  تمٍحٌا ٍئاىه ثلااجِ
تَشئاذٌا  ُظتنٌّا ساُتٌا عَصىت ثارقىف  حطسأٍع ثلااجٌّاو ٍضسً  ُت ٍئاىهٌا سىحِإ ثلااحو اهداجَ
ٌّا جِانشب نِ جئاتنٌا .تصاخ ةاواحAN-SOF  ثاشُبعت َاذختسا ذنع اهٍُع ًصحتٌّا جئاتنٌا عِ ً اِاّت كفتت
.ثاشُبعتٌا هزه تحص حضىَ اِّ تلسىٌا هزه ٍف تِذمٌّا ياجٌّا 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents exact electromagnetic fields expressions of a circular loop 
antenna (CLA) with an arbitrary current and dimensions placed over a perfect electric 
conducting ground plane. Fields derivations are based on the spherical Bessel 
functions (SBFs) and associated Legendre polynomials (ALPs) expansion. These 
expressions are valid everywhere above the ground plane except on the loop. The 
field expressions presented in this paper reduces to the known far-field expressions 
of the loop antenna over ground plane when large argument approximations for SBFs 
are applied. Moreover, approximate expressions in the near-fields region are derived 
from the exact fields. Fields of the uniform CLA over ground plane and that on the 
axis of the loop are obtained as special cases. The results from the simulation 
software AN-SOF are in excellent agreement with the results obtained using the field 
expressions presented in this paper which reveals the correctness of these 
expressions. 
Keywords: Far-fields, ground plane, loop antennas, near-fields. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The radiation from loop antennas has been 
investigated by several researchers for their 
various applications such as geophysical 
probing, near-field communication (NFC), 
and RFID applications. Characteristics of a 
perfectly conducting thin-wire circular loop 
antenna (CLA) are well documented in [1-4]. 
Isolated CLAs are treated using several 
techniques to analyze near and far fields as 
reported in [5-10]. The characteristics of 
CLAs over ground planes or planar 
interfaces are reported in some published 
literature. For example, Chang [11] have 
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analyzed the input admittance of a 
horizontal CLA located above stratified 
dissipative half-space. Shoamanesh et al 
[12] have reported on the input impedance 
and far-field radiation characteristics of a 
CLA above a lossless ground plane. Hejase 
et al [13] reported on a thin CLA above 
infinite square metallic plate where both 
the analytical Physical Optics method and 
Method of Moments are employed.  
Although there is an extensive published 
work on the CLAs, there is no detailed study 
on the near-fields of CLA over a ground 
plane. Hamed et al [14] have reported 
preliminary results on the problem and this 
study provides the detailed analysis of the 
work.  
The technique reported by Hamed [10] 
combined with image theory is used to 
derive exact fields for a CLA over a ground 
plane (will be referred to as a loop-ground 
plane or L-GP). In this work, it is assumed 
that the CLA is carrying an arbitrary current 
distribution with arbitrary dimensions and is 
placed over an infinite ground plane. 
Moreover, simple and exact fields for a 
uniform current carrying loop and fields 
along the loop axis are derived as special 
cases from the exact general field 
expressions. 
2 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The original geometry of the CLA over a 
plane is depicted in Figure 1a. A loop of 
radius b is placed at a height d above a 
perfectly conducting infinite ground plane 
with its plane parallel to the ground plane. 
The loop is made of perfectly conducting 
thin wire of radius a and excited by a delta 
voltage source V0 at  = 0. An exp(jt) time 
convention is assumed throughout this 
paper and is suppressed for convenience. 
 
Figure 1: Geometry of the problem (a) 
Original setup (b) Equivalent geometry. 
Using the image theory the geometry of the 
original setup can be replaced with a loop 
with its image as shown in Figure 1b. The 
current on the loop over ground plane is 
given by [13] 
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(1) 
where ssnZ  and 
si
nZ  are available as closed 
form expressions from [13] and V0 is the 
voltage of the delta source of the loop. The 
current of the image is si II  . Following 
the technique in [10], then exact magnetic 
fields components for the loop or its image 
can be obtained as 
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x is i for the image and s for the loop. The 
terms  rjm β ,  rhm β)2( and  cosnmP  are SBFs of 
the first, third kind order m  and ALPs 
respectively. The functions rx
n
g and x
n
g can be 
obtained as in [10, eqs. (25) and (26)] with 
b replaced by r  and 2   by x   to 
account for the loop height above x-y plane, 
then 
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3 FIELDS OF THE LOOP-GROUND PLANE 
PROBLEM  
In the above equations x is i for the image 
and s for the loop. The total magnetic fields 
components above the ground plane can be 
obtained from (2) - (4) by superimposing 
the fields from the loop Hs and its image Hi 
as  
,is qqq HHH   
(14) 
where q = r, , or .  
When evaluating electromagnetic fields for 
the loop and its image, it must be noted in 
(10) - (13), that si    then 
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Using (15) - (16), the magnetic field of the 
loop Hs and that of its image Hi can be 
obtained from (2) - (4). Substituting 
components of Hs and Hi into (14) with 
some mathematical manipulations, the total 
magnetic field component from the L-GP 
problem can be written as 
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and 
12  nmk  (23) 
The fields in (17) – (19) are exact and valid 
everywhere above the ground plane except 
on the loop. 
4 SPECIAL CASES 
4.1 A Loop with a Uniform Current above a 
Ground Plane 
Fields for a CLA of a uniform current 
distribution over a ground plane can be 
obtained easily by putting In = 0 for all n  0 
and In = I0 for n = 0 in (17) – (19) as 
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Figure 2: Comparison between 
approximate near and exact fields. 
Using (21) and (22) and replacing the ALP by 
their equivalent Gegenbauer polynomials 
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The field expressions for the uniform 
current case in (23) - (25) can be written as 
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(29) 
Expressions (28) and (29) are also valid for 
electrically small loops that are placed over 
ground planes.  
4.2 The Fields on the Axis of the Loop 
The fields on the axis of the loop can be 
obtained by putting  = 0 in (17) – (19). 
Replacing the ALP by their equivalent 
Gegenbauer polynomials in (27) to avoid 
dividing by sin , then expressions for the 
magnetic fields on the axis of the loop for 
the L-GP problem can be obtained from (17) 
– (19) as  
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5 NEAR FIELDS APPROXIMATIONS  
Approximate near fields in the region 
satisfying 1βr which reduces (17) - (22) to 
the following: 
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Substituting (33) and (34) back into (6) and 
(11) respectively then mQ  and 
r
mζ  can be 
written as 
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(36) 
The near fields approximations in the region 
1βr  can be obtained using (17) – (19), 
after substituting (35) and (36) in (20) – 
(22). Using these approximate expressions, 
the near fields are computed and compared 
with the exact field as displayed in Figure 2 
for a resonant loop with V0 = 1 volt. As 
expected, the approximate and exact fields 
are almost identical in the region 1βr and 
the approximate field deviates from the 
exact as r increases. The exact curve at 
51.0r is not smooth because the 
convergence is very slow at this point.  
Substituting 0r in the near field 
expressions obtained from (17) – (19) with 
(35) and (36) the fields at 0r  can be 
obtained as 
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The magnetic fields at 0r  depend only on 
the current coefficient of mode 1n  and 
the magnitude of the total magnetic field at 
0r  is independent of   and   and given 
by 
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6 FAR-FIELDS APPROXIMATIONS 
Using the large argument approximations 
for  rhm β
)2(  and taking into account that any 
term containing 21 r vanishes at far-field 
region, then from (5), and (12), it can be 
shown that 
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In the far field region, it can be shown from 
(10), that  
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x is i for the image and s for the loop. Using 
(42) and (43) and applying the far-field 
approximation in (2) – (4), then the far-
fields from the loop or the image can be 
obtained. Superimposing the fields of the 
loop and its image then gives 
0rH  (44) 
  





 




1
si
1
si
1
si
10 cos
2 n
nnn
rj
nII
r
eb
jH 
 
 ggg
 (45) 
 





1
si
1
si
1 sincos
2 n
nnn
rj
nI
r
eb
jH 
 
 gg
 (46) 
where issi nnn ggg  . 
It is known that [16]  
   
   
 
coscos
αsinsin
0
coscos
n
m
n
m
m
m
nm
nmjx
n
PP
xjjexJ





 
 
(47) 
By letting rx   and s  in both sides of 
(47) with br  ssin  and dr  scos  (+ for 
the loop and – for the image), taking into 
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account that   0cos nmP  for nm  , it can be 
shown that 
   
   s
cos
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αsin
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 





n
m
n
m
nm
mnm
nmdj
n
PP
rjjebJ
 
(48) 
Then from (42), (43) and (48), it can be 
shown that 
    cossinsin2 1issi dbJj n
n
nnn
 ggg
 (49) 
Let  sinbu  and using Bessel’s function 
properties, then 
       cossin2 11
si
1
si
1 duJuJj nn
n
nn  gg
 (50) 
       cossin2 11
si
1
si
1 duJuJj nn
n
nn   gg
 (51) 
 
Figure 3: Comparison between the exact 
and the far field’s expressions. 
Substituting (50) and (51) into (45) and (46), 
then the approximate far-fields of the L-GP 
problem are 
 
    
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(52) 
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(53) 
where   uJuJ
nn
  .  
The corresponding electric far-fields can be 
obtained using  HE   and  HE   
 
 
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(54) 
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The far-field components (52) - (55) are in 
agreement to that of an array of two 
identical loops of equal and opposite 
currents [15, eqs. (32) and (33)]. Non-zero 
far-fields for the CLA with uniform current 
over a conducting ground plane can be 
obtained from (48) - (51) by putting In = 0 
for all n  0 as 
   

 sincossin 10 bJ
r
e
dbIjH
rj

 
(56) 
   

 sincossin 10 bJ
r
e
dbIjE
rj
  (57) 
Exact expressions in (19) is compared to the 
corresponding known far-fields 
approximation (r= ) given by (53) as shown 
in Figure 3 as a function of radial distance 
for a resonant loop with V0 = 1 volt at height 
d = /2 over the ground plane. The far field 
boundary using the known formula 2D2/ is 
at rf = 2.2. The current distribution 
coefficients are computed using [13, eq. 
(6)]. This figure shows that, beyond rf, the 
exact expressions nearly identical to the far-
fields, which reveals the validity of the field 
expressions (17) - (19). Furthermore, it is 
observed that the convergence around 
51.0 rr  is very slow and these points 
are omitted from the graph. 
7 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
To check the correctness of the expressions 
presented in this paper, the total magnetic 
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field is computed from (17) – (19) and 
compared with the results from AN-SOF 
[15] simulation software. The results of 
comparison showed an excellent agreement 
between the field expressions of this paper 
and the results from AN-SOF as shown in 
Figure 4. 
To illustrate the behavior of the magnetic 
fields in the near region of the loop, the 
total magnetic fields for different situations 
are computed from (17) – (19) and 
displayed in Figure 5. The fields are 
computed for a resonant loop of radius 
cm97.5b with a resonance frequency of 
800 MHz. The loop is excited by delta gap 
source with V0 = 1 volt. The fields are 
computed within circular planes that are 
parallel to the plane of the loop and coaxial 
with it. The radii of these planes are 
identical to that of the loop. The height of 
the loop in Figures 5(a), 5(c) and 5(e) is 
25.0d and the heights of the planes at 
which the fields are computed are dz 
(plane of the loop) dz 5.0 , and dz 2  
respectively. The corresponding values for 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4: Comparison between the total 
magnetic fields expressions (17) – (19) and 
the corresponding results from AN-SOF for 
a resonant loop at 800 MHz above a 
ground plane.  
Figure 4 (a) Fields of a Loop at height 
 2.0cm50.7d  in the direction 0 and
0 .  
Figure 4 (b) Fields of a Loop at height 
 1.0cm75.3d  in the direction 45 and 
0
  
(a) 25.0d , dz  (Plane of the loop). (b) 1.0d , dz  (Plane of the loop). 
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(c) 25.0d , dz 5.0  (d) 1.0d , dz 2  
  
  
(e) 25.0d , dz 2  (f) 1.0d , dz 4  
Figure 5: Behavior of the magnetic fields in the near region of a resonant circular loop above a 
conducting ground plane for different situations at 800 MHz. The loop is excited by delta gap 
source with V0 = 1 volt 
Figures 5(b), 5(d) and 5(f) are 1.0d , dz 
(plane of the loop), dz 2 and dz 4
respectively. It is clear from these figures, 
that the field radiated from the loop for the 
cases 1.0d  is stronger than those for 
25.0d which is expected. This due to the 
fact that the current on the loop increases 
as the loop gets closer to the ground plane 
which results in stronger magnetic field. A 
nearly constant filed distribution is obtained 
over some planes near the loop as in the 
cases of Figures 5(e) and 5(f). 
 
8 CONCLUSION 
The loop antenna is one of the most 
important elements in many applications 
particularly in the NFC applications and RFID 
systems. Exact field expressions for the CLA 
of arbitrary current distribution above 
infinite ground plane are presented in this 
paper. Fields for the uniform current loop 
over a ground plane and a simple field 
expressions on the axis of the loop as well 
as approximate near fields expressions are 
obtained as special cases. The far-fields for 
the CLA above a ground plane are obtained 
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from the general field expressions of this 
paper and they are identical to the 
published results.  
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